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Measure of Peace is the final installment of the Measure
of Devotion trilogy. Other books in the trilogy: Measure of
Devotion Measure of Strength Jason and Kale have
made a nice life for themselves in Naiara, but all is not as
it seems. Jason's hiding a letter with life-changing news,
and Kale is plagued by nightmares he can't discuss with
Jason. Peace is within their grasp, but unfinished
business threatens to disrupt everything. In order to
move into their future, they must first face their past and
seek answers in the country they fled. Together, they
venture back to Arine. Kale is searching for the mother
and brother he left behind in slavery. Jason visits his
father's deathbed in hopes of finding the man he loved
as a child. Neither is prepared for what they find. Their
devotion to each other must provide them with the
strength to weather the storms they unwittingly enter. If
not, the truths they uncover in Arine may leave them too
damaged to ever find peace.
The history of Haiti throughout the twentieth century has
been marked by oppression at the hands of colonial and
dictatorial overlords. But set against this "day for the
hunter" has been a "day for the prey," a history of
resistance, and sometimes of triumph. With keen cultural
and historical awareness, Gage Averill shows that Haiti's
vibrant and expressive music has been one of the most
highly charged instruments in this struggle—one in which
power, politics, and resistance are inextricably fused.
Averill explores such diverse genres as Haitian jazz,
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troubadour traditions, Vodou-jazz, konpa, mini-djaz, new
generation, and roots music. He examines the complex
interaction of music with power in contexts such as
honorific rituals, sponsored street celebrations, Carnival,
and social movements that span the political spectrum.
With firsthand accounts by musicians, photos, song
texts, and ethnographic descriptions, this book explores
the profound manifestations of power and song in the
day-to-day efforts of ordinary Haitians to rise above
political repression.
Matthew works at a video rental store and runs into his
ex-girlfriend's gay best friend, Jamie, who needs a
job.The two form an unlikely friendship, filled with
sensual encounters...which lead Matt to question his
sexuality.This book is a novella which does contain
graphic sexual scenes, and should be read by adults
only.Make sure to read “Broken Hearts”, the second
installment in the “New Discoveries” series to find out
what happens when lies are unveiled and Jamie's boss
works to break up the new couple.
Jere has been in Hojer for just over two years. He has
been drawn into a political role, promoting a bill that
could change the way that slaves are treated. At the
same time, he is dealing with his own struggles with the
political system, the people of Hojer, and trying to do the
best thing for his slaves.
One night in Monte Carlo… Now I’m about to change the
playboy’s life—forever! He’s Monaco racing royalty and
I, Belle Simpson, was his housekeeper. But that evening,
Alexi Galanti’s searing blue gaze exhilarated me.
Neither of us could think about anything beyond our
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desire for one another… Now, five years later, I finally
have the chance to reveal my scandalous secret—Alexi’s
a father! Even though he’s scarred by his parents’
abandonment, I know Alexi will never desert his son. But
falling for him would be a dangerous mistake, even if
I’ve never stopped yearning for his touch!
They say I'm the Dragon Fae. They say I'm the savior of
our people. I know they're wrong.My entire life I've been
an assassin, but after a botched job, I'm the most wanted
sorceress in the world. I lie low, taking whatever jobs I'm
given. When I'm assigned a new partner, a dragon
shifter named Deacon, he strides into my life like he
belongs, whether I want him or not.My heart's been
burned before, so despite his sexy charm--or maybe
because of it--I definitely don't want him.When the fae
court declares I've fulfilled an ancient prophecy, they
anoint me the Dragon Fae, the mythical savior of our
people. That explains Deacon's presence. He's the
Dragon Fae's fated mate. Problem is, the fae court is
manipulating this sacred legend. Lies may be my trade,
but I can't stand for this deception.So I cut a deal. If
Deacon and I can stop a terrorist plot, I can go back to
lying low. If we fail, they'll make me the Dragon Fae. I
was raised on this myth, and the most memorable part?
The Dragon Fae dies young and alone-and the fae court
has shown they'll do whatever it takes to make the
prophecy come true.If I don't take fate into my own
hands, the fae court will do it for me.Dragon Fae
Prophecy is the first book in a fae urban fantasy series
with a slow-burn romance.
They shared a night of mindless passion… Now he’ll take
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her once again! Reeling from his best friend’s death,
Greek shipping magnate Nik Latsis found oblivion in the
arms of a stunning stranger. Since then, her innocence
has haunted his dreams. And now Nik knows only
another taste will rid him of his burning desire. But Nik
will need more than seductive charm if he’s to entice
feisty Chloe back into his bed…
Detailing the Taskan Empire of Thennla, this RuneQuest 6
supplement is a companion book to 'Shores of Korantia',
available at www.thedesignmechanism.com/products.
Venture into the heart of Tarsenia, domain of The Iron
Simulacrum, the animated viceroy of the Immortal Emperor
Zygas Targa. Buying a print copy of The Taskan Empire
entitles you to a free copy of the PDF. Please email a copy of
your Lulu purchase receipt to design mechanism@gmail.com,
quoting 'Taskan Empire PDF Request' in the subject line and
we will send you a download code.
After the death of her parents, Kat Thomas retreated from
college life into an online fantasy game. But what if the game
she plays is closer to reality? When a panther shifter named
Alex knocks on her door one night, he delivers a message
and a package. Kat's birth mother was a powerful mage who
has just been murdered...and now the killer is after Kat. The
package contains her mother's talisman: an amber necklace
that latches onto Kat's neck and attacks anyone who tries to
remove it. Before she knows it, ice is shooting from her hands
and she's on the run from an assassin. Kat must navigate a
world of magic and intrigue, fight the forces who want her
dead, and protect her friends from becoming collateral
damage-all while coming to terms with her new identity. She's
heir to a powerful legacy, but only if she lives long enough to
claim it.
Mythic Britain is a complete sourcebook for adventuring in
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Britain's Dark Ages using the Mythras rules. The book
includes an extensive history and background of 5th and 6th
Century Britain; details of the different tribes and territories;
complete character creation rules for Britons and Saxons,
details of magic, the Saints and pagan Gods; and, rules for
massed battles. Completing the book, seven linked scenarios
form the Mythic Britain Campaign in which the characters
travel the length of breadth of the island, serving Merlin and
Arthur, fighting the Saxon invaders, searching for the lost
Treasures of Britain, and becoming involved in all manner of
schemes and intrigues. Take up your spears and shields.
Swear your oaths. Welcome to the Dark Ages.
An examination of the fierce disputes that arose in Britain in
the decades around 1900 concerning patents for electrical
power and telecommunications. Late nineteenth-century
Britain saw an extraordinary surge in patent disputes over the
new technologies of electrical power, lighting, telephony, and
radio. These battles played out in the twin tribunals of the
courtroom and the press. In Patently Contestable, Stathis
Arapostathis and Graeme Gooday examine how Britain's
patent laws and associated cultures changed from the 1870s
to the 1920s. They consider how patent rights came to be so
widely disputed and how the identification of apparently solo
heroic inventors was the contingent outcome of patent
litigation. Furthermore, they point out potential parallels
between the British experience of allegedly patentee-friendly
legislation introduced in 1883 and a similar potentially
empowering shift in American patent policy in 2011. After
explaining the trajectory of an invention from laboratory to
Patent Office to the court and the key role of patent agents,
Arapostathis and Gooday offer four case studies of patentcentered disputes in Britain. These include the mostly
unsuccessful claims against the UK alliance of Alexander
Graham Bell and Thomas Edison in telephony; publicly
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disputed patents for technologies for the generation and
distribution of electric power; challenges to Marconi's
patenting of wireless telegraphy as an appropriation of public
knowledge; and the emergence of patent pools to control the
market in incandescent light bulbs.
Do you remember the last time a book gave you the chills?
The Dead Path is the ghost story we’ve been waiting for. A
haunting vision in the woods sets off a series of tragic events,
leaving Nicholas Close lost amid visions of ghosts trapped in
their harrowing, final moments. These uniquely terrifying
apparitions lead him on a thrilling and suspenseful ride to
confront a wicked soul, and will leave an indelible mark on
lovers of high-quality suspense and horror alike. Nicholas
Close has always had an uncanny intuition, but after the
death of his wife he becomes haunted, literally, by ghosts
doomed to repeat their final violent moments in a chilling and
endless loop. Torn by guilt and fearing for his sanity, Nicholas
returns to his childhood home and is soon entangled in a disturbing series of disappearances and murders—both as a suspect and as the next victim of the malignant evil lurking in the
heart of the woods. Stephen M. Irwin is the kind of debut
author that readers love to discover—and rave about to all
their friends. His electric use of language, stunning imagery,
and suspenseful pacing are all on full display here. The Dead
Path is a tour de force of wild imagination, taut suspense, and
the creepiest, scariest setting since the sewers in Stephen
King’s It. From the Hardcover edition.
Exploring one of the most dynamic and contested regions of
the world, this series includes works on political, economic,
cultural, and social changes in modern and contemporary
Asia and the Pacific.
Blackmailed into marriage…by Christmas! Genealogist Lydia
Carter-Wilson is horrified by the debts her father has run up in
her name. Then magnate Raul Valdez approaches her with
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an outrageous proposition. If she helps him claim his
inheritance, he’ll pay off her debts and save her tarnished
reputation. But there’s a catch. If she fails, she will marry
Raul on Christmas Eve! No matter their instant and
electrifying attraction, Lydia knows Raul’s proposal amounts
to blackmail. Yet faced with an impossible choice—risking ruin
or becoming Raul’s bartered bride—Lydia finds she cannot
resist her desire to make a deal with the dark-hearted
billionaire!

Paleomythic is a roleplaying game of grim survival and
mythical adventures in the land of Ancient Mu, a harsh
prehistoric world full of mysterious ruins and temples to
explore, huge and terrible creatures that roam and
spread fear across the land, and nefarious mystics and
sorcerers who plot dark schemes from the shadows. It is
a world of biting cold winters, of people hunting and
foraging to survive, and tribes that wage relentless war.
Taking on the roles of hunters, healers, warriors,
soothsayers, and more, players will navigate a world of
hostile tribes, otherworldly spirits, prehistoric beasts, and
monstrous creatures lurking in the dark places of the
world. Players have huge scope in sculpting the game
experience that best suits them, whether it's a gritty
survival story without a trace of the mystical or a tale of
grand adventure and exploration in a mythic setting.
Kat and Alex are on the run when an unexpected visitor
appears and takes Kat to face the Magesterial Council in
Elustria. The Council reveals that Kat's mother was a
fugitive, and now Kat must uncover the truth of her
mother's crimes or stand trial as a co-conspirator. With
only Alex and her best friend to help, Kat must race
between worlds to discover who her mother was while
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dodging the mages who still hunt her. Time is running
out, and failure means a lifetime sentence. Magic
Unknown is the second book in the Magic Born series
and is intended to be read after Magic Born.
This volume presents an overview of the techniques of
quasilinearization as they are applied to the problem of
system identification. The quasilinear technique has
inherent advantages in establishing the intricate
interrelationships which exist in complex physical
systems. Several advanced topics which are central to
the quasilinear technique are discussed in this book.
Problems on orbit determination, estimation of chemical
rate constants, complex biomechanics of systems and
analytical medicine are investigated, to demonstrate the
power of the quasilinear method. The reader will have a
good idea of the wide range and complexity of problems
which can be solved. Contents:Mathematical
ModellingQuasilinearizationOrbit
DeterminationEstimation of Chemical Rate
ConstantsInverse Problems in EcologyInduced Enzyme
SynthesisDistributed SystemsHidden
PeriodicitiesMeasurement of Hear ParametersDynamic
Programming and an Inverse Problem in Transport
TheoryAn Inverse Problem in Mathematical PhysicsThe
Identification of Systems with Partial
InformationStructural IdentifiabilityFinding an Initial
ApproximationDetermining a CriterionSums of
ExponentialsFinding Two Defective CoinsThe Motion of
a Rocket in a Smoothbore Launcher Readership:
Researchers and professionals interested in quasilinear
technique and its applications to identification problems
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and modeling.
Life was never the same again after The Fall, especially
for those born with certain gifts that set them apart from
others. Gifts that doomed those like Wren to a life of
slavery with no hope of escape or turned a man like Jere
into an unwilling master. When a fiery tragedy brings
Jere into Wren's life it becomes clear that this new
master is like nobody else Wren has ever known. How
does a slave protect himself from someone
unpredictable? Can love really exist between master and
slave, or will it destroy them both? (M/M)
A hunt for power. A family's legacy. A daughter who
longs to break free. Kat's back on Earth and reunited
with her friends. But this isn't a happy reunion. The
Director is hunting the secret to stealing a sorcerer's
magic, and it's a race to see who can get there first. It's
going to take more than the help of her friends to defeat
the Director. Kat's only chance for victory lies in trusting
an old enemy. If she fails, it'll mean all-out war between
the mages and sorcerers...but success may come at too
high a cost. Magic Hunted is the conclusion of the Magic
Born series and is intended to be read after the previous
three books.
There's a traitor on the loose, and Kat's harboring deadly
secrets... Kat has trained for the last six months to join
the Covert Council Service. All that stands in her way are
her trials, the final test of her training. If she survives,
she'll be a full-fledged agent, able to search for
Meglana's hidden talismans and right the wrongs of her
mother's past. Keeping secrets has become a way of life.
Kat's the only person who knows a Directorate mole
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lurks in the Council's midst. With the traitor's identity a
mystery, she can't afford to trust anyone, even if it
means lying to the people she's vowed to protect. When
the mole almost kills Kat during her trials, she must
uncover his identity before he has a chance to finish the
job. Her search for the traitor will bring the CCS to its
knees, but if she fails, her life and the lives of every CCS
agent will be forfeit. Magic Betrayed is the third book in
the Magic Born series and is intended to be read after
Magic Born and Magic Unknown.
Mythras Core rules Mythras is the acclaimed roleplaying
game from The Design Mechanism. For those new to the
game, Mythras is a straightforward, roll-under percentile
system. In Mythras your characters are defined by their
culture, career, community, background, comrades,
skills, magic and cults. Progression is through skill
advancement - not levels or similarly abstract concepts.
As your characters adventure and quest, their
capabilities improve and their relationships deepen and
strengthen. Players and Games Masters have complete
flexibility over what can be achieved, and the way
characters develop is entirely dependent on choices
players make, depending on their characters' aspirations
and motivations. Games Masters receive a huge amount
of support through the Mythras rules. All the concepts
and game mechanics are explained clearly with options
and considerations explored and presented for ease of
use. You need only this rulebook for many years of
exciting and imaginative play. Mythras contains
everything needed for play, except for dice and friends. It
includes five magic systems, innovative combat, over 60
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creatures, and copious guidance on how to use the rules
and run Mythras games! Come and try one of the best
roleplaying systems around...

Join Ruby on an adventure to find a home & forever
family! This story will touch your heart as you
experience courage, love, determination and
forgiveness!
Mongoose stirred the roleplaying community when,
in 2006, it announced the return of RuneQuest - one
of the most loved and respected game systems of all
time. That new edition introduced several changes to
the basic system and brought RuneQuest to a new
and wider community of gamers. Now, in 2009,
Mongoose is delighted to announce the release of
RuneQuest II. This new edition of the classic game
has taken just about every aspect of the first edition,
scrutinised it, revised it, and restructured it to bring
RuneQuest aficionados and new players alike the
very best incarnation of the classic games engine.
RuneQuest fans will not be disappointed in the
attention lavished on this edition. This edition comes
as a stunning leather-bound luxury hardback as
standard, ensuring every player has a true collector's
item on their shelves.
In Keltia, you are one of the heroes of the Dark Ages
in the time of Arthur, when Britain was still a land of
legends. Take part in the great battles sung of by the
bards. Travel from the court of kings to the
boundaries of the Island of Beli the Great, perhaps
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even enter the mists of the Otherworld. Maybe you
will witness the end of the time of legends and the
arrival in history of the greatest hero of Britain that
will ever be: Arthur Pendraeg.
Eric. Nick. Ally. Three lives destined to be
intertwined…By Chance – A life of wealth and
privilege doesn't equal happiness—just ask Eric
Courtland. Growing up with a cold, unfeeling father
and unstable mother has taught him exactly what he
doesn't want out of life or love. Popular, wholesome,
straight Nick Thompson is far more temptation than
Eric's prepared for, but Nick's warm manner
gradually cracks through Eric's prickly protective
shell.Independent Eric doesn't know the first thing
about being in a relationship, much less with a lover
who can't even admit he's gay. But conservative
Nick can't seem to find his way out of his own
personal closet. Rock, meet hard place.Strictly
Business – Eric Courtland is hungry for revenge
against the cold, unfeeling father who never loved
him, and who drove his mother to an early grave.
Tossed headfirst into the shark-tank world of big
business, Eric soon learns it's eat or be eaten, and
has no choice but to throw in his lot with ruthless
titan of industry Branford Crane. Still reeling from his
mother's death, Eric plunges into a dark spiral of selfdestruction, rejecting his longtime partner Nick's love
and support in favor of the harsh tutelage Bran offers
him, in and out of the bedroom. But one night, when
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Bran finally pushes Eric beyond any reasonable limit,
Eric realizes how far he's fallen—and how
desperately he needs Nick to help pull him back from
the edge.Complications – Tired of taking a backseat
to Eric's burgeoning political career, Nick calls it
quits. A devastated Eric seeks consolation in
liquor—and the arms of college friend Ally Taylor.
Their passionate rebound affair deepens into
something more. Still, Ally's thrown when Eric
proposes marriage, with no mention of love. His
wealth and connections would certainly help her
career, but is their intense physical connection and
Eric's promise of fidelity enough? But the growing
bond between the newlyweds is threatened when
Nick re-enters the picture. Secrets, lies and betrayal
will add up to heartbreak for everyone—unless Eric
can bring himself to choose between the man he's
loved for over a decade, or the wife he can't bear to
hurt.Follow Eric, Nick and Ally's story in these three
exciting novellas—the prelude to a lifelong love affair
that continues in The Arrangement and Triad!
Brought to you by the writers and editors that
created Pojo's Unofficial Ultimate Pokemon, Pojo's
Unofficial Big Book of Pokemon features more of
everything— more characters, more tv shows, more
movie reviews, more video game history, and more
tips for building the very best Pokemon team! Up to
date for the 2016 holiday season, this collector's
edition is packed with collector's information, toy
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history, puzzles pages, and more! It is the ultimate
guide, touching on everything Pokemon enthusiasts
could ever ask for.
"This book contains setting information for roleplaying in Rome during its Monarchy and Republic.
Although it includes some complementary rules and
skills it is not a game in its own right and is designed
for use with Design Mechanism's MYTHRAS system
for play - although it should be easy to use with any
percentile based role-playing game."--Page 4.
"Myth, Reality, and Reform bridges these critiques
by balancing the importance of the four key functions
of higher education: academic leadership,
professional development, technological training and
development, and general higher education. The
book suggests how to consolidate the strengths of
higher education systems while fundamentally
reforming their weaker features.
His plan is simple… The ultimate seduction! When lawyer
Rose Tremain places Arturo da Costa’s latest business
deal in jeopardy, the billionaire plans to challenge her in
the boardroom. Yet when he meets spirited Rose, the
sizzling connection between them is irresistible! Now
seduction is his greatest asset. He’ll ensure Rose is so
overwhelmed with pleasure she forgets all about the
deal. Until he finds himself equally addicted—to her!
Experience the chemistry in this captivating billionaireboss romance!
Name: Kate Cassidy. Location: London. Sexual
experience: none. Kate’s virginity is not something
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billionaire Theo Knight ever wanted to know about. He
swore to protect her after her brother’s death, but when
he discovers Kate’s dating profile, all he can think about
is how much he’s tempted to unravel her… Kate is
mortified when Theo discovers her secret. Yet she can’t
resist his tantalizing offer to introduce her to pleasure
beyond her wildest imagination! Their chemistry is as
unstoppable as it is off-limits, but the biggest scandal of
all is yet to happen…
Publicly, Jason Wadsworth is a young steel magnate.
Privately, he is slowly unraveling. Gripped by depression,
he is haunted by the memory of Kale, the slave he sold
and the man who still holds his heart. Jason clings to his
only source of comfort: the belief that he sent Kale away
to a better life. As grim as Jason's life is, Kale has fared
worse. Each day is a brutal struggle. All that keeps him
going are memories of a happier time. When a chance
meeting thrusts the two back together, they must try to
find the strength to forgive, not only each other, but
themselves. They have one chance to right the wrongs
of the past, but it requires the strength to seek
redemption in each other's arms. A strength both men
may be too spent to summon. Measure of Strength is the
sequel to Measure of Devotion and contains adult
language and sexual content.
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